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New Home Inspection Process
1. Schedule your inspection with your Loreto Bay contact.

2. Meet a Construction Team Representative at your home at your appointment time to conduct your 
inspection.

a. Inspect your home and agree with the Construction Team Representative on any deficiency items 
that are noted. Sign for the acceptance of your home subject to the completion of deficiency items.

3. Meet with a Condominium Regime Representative for a brief but important orientation and then with
a Property Management/Warranty Representative who will explain your new home Warranty.

New Home Inspection 
Inspection Information

The new home inspection is the first look at your completed Loreto Bay home. We are committed to 
providing you with a home that exceeds your expectations.

The new home inspection is conducted with a representative of the Construction Team.

During the inspection, we will provide you with an orientation and answer any questions you may have
regarding proper maintenance and efficient operation of amenities.

Deficient items discovered during the inspection will be recorded in writing on the Inspection Punch List and
will be resolved as quickly as possible. Inspection Punch List items recorded during your walk through will be
resolved by the Loreto Bay Construction Team.

The following specified items are not covered under the Loreto Bay warranty. If one or more of the following
items are discovered during your inspection, each item must be recorded on your Inspection Punch List to
ensure it is resolved by the Construction Team.

• Chipped, scratched, cracked, or dented sinks, tubs and/or shower enclosures, doors, windows and tile.

• Torn, gouged, stained, scratched or loose floor tile.

• Chipped, cracked, or scratched cabinets.

• Chipped, cracked, or scratched granite, marble, or ceramic counter tops.

• Cracked or scratched window glass, mirrors, or light fixtures.

• Scratched or dented appliances.

• Missing shelves or accessories in appliances or cabinets.

• Marred or scratched paint on walls, trim, and doorways.

• Scratched and dented items.

At the conclusion of your new home inspection, we will ask you to acknowledge acceptance of your 
new home.

After the new home inspection and during your inspection visit, you will participate in an important
orientation that will include discussion of our new home warranty.

This is the ideal time to ask questions about home maintenance and the Loreto Bay warranty process - 
inclusions and exclusions.



Identify Emergency:

• Plumbing

• Electrical

• HVAC (Heating, Ventilation,
Air-Conditioning)

• Roofing

To minimize damage to your home
and keep occupants safe, follow the
instructions located in the
“Emergency” section of this guide to
shut off main water and main elec-
trical breakers when necessary.

If it is safe to stay in your home,
attempt to minimize damages to
your home and personal belongings.

Contact the Emergency
Hotline to report your 
warranty emergency:

Villa Dialing:
40697

International Dialing
011.52.613.134.0200 
ext 40697

EMERGENCY WARRANTY PROCESS
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Warranty Emergency
In Case of Emergency (During Warranty Period) 

An emergency warranty situation is defined as one which, if left unattended, could cause damage to the
home or pose a risk to the inhabitants.

If an emergency warranty situation arises, please contact the Warranty Emergency Hotline :

Villa dialing: 40697         International dialing: 011.52.613.134.0200 ext. 40697

Emergency Shut Off

In the event of a plumbing or electrical emergency, minimize damage to your home and keep occupants safe
by turning off either the main water or electricity to your home.

The main water and electrical shut offs are inside the Home Service Box, which is located on an exterior wall
of your home. For instructions on how to turn off the main water, please refer to page 6. For instructions on
how to turn off the power, please refer to page 5.

IMPORTANT: All emergency requests will be responded to and serviced accordingly. For NON-warranty related
work performed, the homeowner will incur fees for the emergency service call and for services rendered.

IMPORTANT: All emergency
requests will be responded to and
serviced accordingly. For NON-
warranty related work performed,
the homeowner will incur fees for
the emergency service call and for
services rendered.

Home Service Box
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Plumbing Emergency
If you have a plumbing emergency (i.e. flood):

1. Locate the main water valve inside your Home Service Box. The Home Service Box is located on an 
exterior wall of your home. Please see page 5 for a visual reference.

2. Turn the main water valve clockwise to the “closed” position to turn off ALL of the water in your home.

3. Call the Warranty Emergency Hotline to report your warranty emergency:

Villa dialing: 40697         International dialing: 011.52.613.134.0200 ext. 40697

4. Attempt to minimize water damage to your home and personal belongings.

Step 1: Locate the Main Water 

Step 2: Close the Main Water Valve (This will turn off ALL water to your home!)

IMPORTANT: All emergency requests will be responded to and serviced accordingly. For NON-warranty related
work performed, the homeowner will incur fees for the emergency service call and for services rendered.

Water Meter

Main Water Valve
Main Water Valve in 

“Open” Position

Closing Main Water Valve

Main Water Valve in
“Closed” Position
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Electrical Emergency
If you have an electrical emergency:

1. Shut off the main electrical breaker in the Home Service Box following the instructions below.
The Home Service Box is located on an exterior wall of your home.

2. Call the Emergency Hotline at the Inn at Loreto Bay to report your warranty emergency:

Villa dialing: 40697         International dialing: 011.52.613.134.0200 ext. 40697

Step 1: Open the Main Breaker Housing

Step 2: Flip the Main Breaker switches to the “Off” position. (This will turn off ALL power to your home!)

IMPORTANT: If there is a RED plastic tag on your Electrical Meter or on the Main Breaker Housing, CFE 
(The National Mexican Electrical Company) has turned off power to your home. Should this occur, do not
attempt to remove the RED plastic tag as this is a violation of Mexican law. Please contact CFE for assistance.
If you proceed to place an emergency warranty call for this reason, you will incur an emergency call out fee.

IMPORTANT: All emergency requests will be responded to and serviced accordingly. For NON-warranty related
work performed, the homeowner will incur fees for the emergency service call and for services rendered.

Main Breaker Housing Slide the fastener to unlock 
and lift the cover

Main Breaker Switches
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Heating and Cooling

Note: Water running out of air-conditioner units is not considered an emergency. As an effort to reuse 
the water created by air-conditioning, Loreto Bay Company routes the condensation line into your 
garden area. The line may become blocked periodically. Should this occur, locate the exit of your 
condensate drain (in one of your gardens) and unblock the pipe. If the problem persists after the pipe 
is  clear, please submit a routine warranty request.

Roofing
1. In the event of a water leak, attempt to minimize water damage to your home and personal 

belongings until a Loreto Bay Representative arrives.

Note: Repairmen cannot work on a roof until the rain has stopped and the roof has dried. Measures 
should be taken to help minimize the damage. Place buckets under leaks; move furniture and electronics
away from water; turn off the power to areas of your home which have water infiltration.
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Warranty Contact Process
Warranty Period

The warranty period is one year from the issuance of the Certificate of Substantial Performance

Inspection

Deficient items discovered during your acceptance inspection of your home must be noted on the 
Deficiency Punch List.

Warranty Inquiries                               

First, visit www.myloretobay.com
Review the current online New Home Warranty Guide
Contact your Loreto Bay Warranty Specialist for general warranty questions.

Warranty Emergencies

An emergency warranty situation is defined as a situation which left unattended, could cause damage 
to the home or pose risk to the occupants.

Call the 24 hour Emergency Warranty Hotline:

Villa dialing: 40697         International dialing: 011.52.613.134.0200 ext. 40697

Please refer to the Emergency section of your New Home Warranty Guide for further information.

Routine Warranty Issues

A routine warranty situation is defined as one that, if left unattended, will not cause damage to the 
home or pose a risk to the occupants.

Submitting Your Warranty Request

Submit an online Warranty Request Form on www.myloretobay.com
You will be contacted by a warranty representative normally within three business days.
An inspection will be scheduled if necessary and a Warranty Service Order will be issued.
You may also visit a warranty representative at space 305 on the Paseo.
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Loreto Bay Warranty
Who is Covered 

This warranty is offered to the original purchaser and automatically transfers to subsequent owners 
of the home during the warranty period.

Note: Additions made after the first owner takes possession of the home are not covered under 
this warranty.

Warranty Period 

The coverage for this warranty is one-year. The warranty commences on the same date that the Certificate of
Substantial Performance is issued. You may choose to accept your home before your Inspection Punch List is
complete; this will not extend the warranty period.

Note: Exclusions may apply. Please refer to the defined exclusions herein.

Components of the Home 

Loreto Bay will correct defective materials or workmanship of the home or the home site within limits
described on the following pages. Refer to the component name under the component warranty section 
for specific maintenance and warranty information.

The components of the home are defined as:

The home itself, including walls, floors, ceilings, roofs, doors, cabinets, shelves, floor coverings, closets,
patios, balconies, bathroom fixtures, railings, planters, roof tile, appliances, windows, wiring, and pipes 
within the home or on the home site, when these items were included in the first sale of the home.

Warranty Claims

If you find any warrantable items as mentioned in the following pages, please notify Loreto Bay Company by
submitting an online Warranty Request Form within the warranty period. Please refer to the section titled
“How to Submit a Warranty Request” for instructions.

Warranty Amendments

Loreto Bay reserves the right to amend the New Home Warranty Guide at its' discretion. To view the most up
to date New Home Warranty Guide, please visit our Homeowner Website (www.MyLoretoBay.com).
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Exclusions  Loreto Bay Company is not responsible for any of the following items:

Owners’, Occupants’ or Renters’ Routine Usage, Repairs or Alterations 

Damage caused by the owners,
occupants, renters, or by contractors of the owners (including attempted repairs) to items that would have
otherwise been covered by the warranty. This also includes changes made to an existing structure that
may affect present warranty and/or integrity of building.

Catastrophes 

Damage caused by acts of God, lightning, windstorm, hail, flood, mud slide, earthquake,
volcanic eruption, wind driven water and changes in the underground water table, natural catastrophes,
vandalism, acts of war, riots, and other circumstances that are beyond our reasonable control.

Lack of Maintenance

Damage resulting from the lack of normal and timely maintenance to the home and its components as
specifically defined in the “Maintenance” section of this guide.

Alterations 

Alterations, changes or additions by the owner/occupant/renter and/or their trade contractors, and any
resulting damages.

Abuse

Damage caused by abuse or by any use for which the damaged part is not intended.

Imperfections in Wood - Cracks in wood, or in the minor separation or opening of wooden joints such as
those in paneled doors, ceiling beams, pergolas, mitered casings, or solid paneling that are caused by the 
normal shrinkage of wood during the drying process of your home. In addition, Loreto Bay is not responsible
for cracking, checking, twisting, or turning of wood beams.

Paint

Fading, chalking, or peeling paint. Paint touch-ups or details not recorded on the Inspection Punch List are
not covered. Should a repair become necessary, perfect paint match is not guaranteed.

Appliances 

Appliances, equipment, and other consumer products that are in the home. These items are 
covered by specific warranties from the manufacturer. At inspection all warranties are provided to the owner.
It is the owners' responsibility to maintain the warranty with the original manufacturer. Please follow the
guidelines in the manufacturer's warranty publications.

Iron Work 

Paint finish on iron work is not covered under this warranty. Owner maintenance is required.

Plaster

Cracking less than 1/8” wide, if not excessive, is not covered. Cracking in control joints is not covered.
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Exclusions (continued)

Preferred Supplier Product and Installation 

Products and/or installations supplied by Loreto Bay Preferred Suppliers are not covered under this warranty.
Please direct all warranty inquiries to the appropriate supplier. Loreto Bay Preferred Suppliers include, how-
ever are not limited to:

• Road 9 (electronic installation and components)
• Casa Mesquite (furnishings and accessories)

• Dahlgren Duck (homewares)
• ADWA (window covering)
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Maintenance
General Information

Professional trades with skilled craftsmanship have built your new home. The finished work requires regular
preventive maintenance to preserve its beauty and value. An understanding of how to care for each feature
in your new home will prevent costly repairs and replacements.

Lack of Maintenance

Defects caused by the lack of maintenance are not covered under this warranty. Preventive maintenance on
your new home should begin when you move in. To become familiar with the procedures for maintenance,
please read the following section.

Natural building materials, such as wood, adobe and concrete are subject to expansion and contraction for
several years. This can result in the minor warping of wood materials and the  cracking of drywall, stucco,
plaster, concrete, and mortar. These effects are particularly obvious during the first year after a new home
has been built; and is considered normal.

Home Care

In this southern climate, the natural elements are harsh in both summer and winter, and can cause extensive
damage to your home if not properly cared for. There are two major 'enemies' to your home: water and sun.
The other enemies are dust, wind, and inactivity. If your home is cared for properly, the enemy is defeated
and your home will give you many years of trouble free enjoyment.

Property Management

The Loreto Bay Property Management Program offers many services which will keep your home in good con-
dition. Failure to maintain your home properly may void component warranties, and in some cases could
void the entire Loreto Bay warranty. Owners who choose to enroll in Property Management will have the
added convenience and peace of mind knowing Property Management is authorized to conduct routine
home inspections, schedule maintenance, create warranty claims and verify their completion.

Structural Defects
Warranty

From the date the original Certificate of Substantial Performance is issued, Loreto Bay warrants the home to
be free of major structural defects for one year.

A “major structural defect” is defined as any physical damage to the following designated load-bearing por-
tions of the home that affects their load-bearing functions to the extent that the home becomes unsafe,
unsanitary, or otherwise unsuitable for occupancy:

Beams

The original horizontal concrete and steel support members that provide the basic support for the structure.

Columns

The original vertical concrete and steel support members that provide support for the structure.

Foundation Systems, Footings

This includes the original concrete slab and integral components of the slab and the concrete support system.
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Structural Defects (continued)
Roof System

The concrete slab and roofing components.

Walls and Partitions

The original interior and exterior walls and dividers of the structure, excluding plaster.

Repair of Structural Defects are limited to:

1. The repair of damage to the load-bearing elements to restore their function.

2. The repair of items in the home damaged by the major structural defect that make the home 
unsafe, unsanitary, or otherwise unsuitable for occupancy.

Plumbing System
Warranty

Loreto Bay Company warrants the structural components of the plumbing system (pipes and fittings) to be
free of material and workmanship defect for one year from the date the original Certificate of Substantial
Performance is issued. Loreto Bay Company warrants the plumbing fixtures to function normally for one year.

The warranty period for total sewer back-up is limited to 30-days from date the original Certificate of
Acceptance is issued.

Exclusions

This warranty does not cover repairs to damaged plumbing systems, sinks, faucets, toilets, and drains caused
by the owner or by others in the home. Units obstructed by food or other items are not covered under this
warranty. The warranty does not cover damaged plumbing fixtures due to improper cleaning, care, and lack
of maintenance.

Stoppages that occur more than 30-days after the date that the original Certificate of Acceptance is issued
are not covered by this warranty. Backups caused by the owner or others in the home are not covered under
this warranty.

The use of drain cleaners or colored tank cleaners in toilets will void the component warranty. The harsh
chemicals in drain and tank cleaners can damage the toilet seals and cause a leak.

This warranty does not cover rust or corrosion of exterior plumbing fixtures.

Plumbing System- Maintenance
General Information

Your plumbing system features modern design and materials. We recommend becoming familiar with your
plumbing system as soon as you move in.
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Plumbing System- Maintenance (continued)
Fixtures

Faucets and other plumbing fixtures are designed for beauty and trouble-free use. Fixture finishes a
re delicate and can be damaged with abrasive cleaners, scouring pads, or tools. For best results, clean 
fixtures with warm, soapy water and a soft sponge or cloth.

If water accumulates and stands at the base of the fixtures, corrosion and tarnishing will result. Always 
wipe the area dry. Hard water can spot and damage plumbing fixtures. You can minimize the staining and
discoloration by drying the fixtures after each use. Loreto Bay is not responsible for fixture damage due to
improper cleaning.

Turn faucets off gently to avoid damage to the seals.

Faucets are equipped with aerators that mix air with the water stream. Aerators are threaded and need to
be cleaned occasionally to remove buildup of material deposits. When you notice the water stream has less-
ened, unscrew the aerator; remove the debris and rinse the washers and screens. Place the parts in their
original order and screw the aerator onto the faucet. Perform this maintenance as needed. Shower valves
and water faucet valves require regular maintenance and cleaning due to the hard water in the Loreto area.

Toilets

Toilets are made of vitreous china, a glass like material that is almost impervious to staining. Vitreous china
is brittle and will easily break or shatter if hit with a hard object.

Keep a professional grade plunger on hand to use in the event of toilet stoppage. If stoppage occurs, close
the shut off valve on the backside of the toilet. Usually a few vigorous pumps with the plunger will free the
obstruction. If unable to clear the obstruction, we recommend contacting a plumber.

Clean your toilets with a toilet bowl cleaner and a brush or cloth. The use of drain cleaners or colored tank
cleaners in toilets will void this component warranty. The harsh chemicals in drain and tank cleaners can
damage the toilet seals and cause a leak. When toilets are left unused for weeks or months at a time the
hard water in Loreto may leave a scum or film on the inside of the toilet bowl. This should be cleaned regu-
larly to avoid permanent damage to the toilet.

The flush valve in your toilet should last for many years. If it fails or begins to leak, you can purchase a new
flush valve at a local hardware store.

Regularly inspect toilet seats. They should be kept tight and free from cracks and splinters. Seats will need
to be replaced routinely and are considered homeowner maintenance items.

Water Heater

Please read the operating instructions that the manufacturer provides to adjust temperature settings and
other operations.

Loreto Bay recommends you check the temperature and pressure valve to ensure it is clear of obstructions
twice a year. Open the valve for a few seconds allowing water to run through the drain. This will help clear
the valve of any mineral build up.
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Water Heater (continued)

Drain and flush your water heater according to the manufacturer's instructions. This procedure will remove
accumulated silt and debris to ensure the water heater retains its efficiency and durability.

When turning off your water heater for an extended period of time, it must be emptied and refilled 
before turning it back on to avoid an unpleasant odor and water contamination.

In the event of a water heater leak 

1. Turn off the hot water heater breaker immediately.

2. Close the shut-off valve on top of the water heater.

3. Contact the Emergency Warranty Hotline to report an emergency warranty situation.

WATER SHUT OFF PROCEDURE

Main Water Shut-off

In the event of a plumbing emergency, close the main water shut-off valve. Everyone in your home should
know where the main water shut-off valve is located and how to operate it. Please refer to the Emergency
section for detailed instructions.

Angle Stops (Interior Water Shut-off Valve)  

Angle Stops are located under sinks, behind toilets, and behind the access panel for bathtubs. In the event
of a leak you can turn off the water to the specific problem area of your home by closing the Angle Stop.

Drain Pipes (P-Traps)

Each plumbing fixture in your home has a drainpipe which provides a water barrier between your home and
the sewer. The drainpipe or P-Trap is the U-shaped area of pipe. The P-Trap creates a water barrier preventing
airborne bacteria and sewer gas from entering your home.

Faucets should be turned on once a week to replace the water in the trap lost to evaporation.

P-Traps are the areas most likely to become clogged, due to their shape.

Fiberglass Bathtub 

Fiberglass is a lightweight, durable material that requires minimal care. You can preserve the original finish
by regularly cleaning with a liquid soap or detergent. Do not use abrasive cleaners; they will damage the 
delicate finish of your bathtub. Loreto Bay is not responsible for fixture damage due to improper cleaning.

Bathtub Stopper

The stopper in your bathtub is a pop up mechanism and operates on a push function. Push the stopper down
once to engage it and push it a second time to release it. do not screw, pull or otherwise force the stopper-
this will break the mechanism.
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Electrical System
Warranty

Loreto Bay Company warrants the electrical system (including wiring, connections and electrical boxes), free
of defects caused by workmanship or materials, for a period of one year from the date the original Certificate
of Substantial Performance is issued.

Exclusions

This warranty does not cover light bulbs, batteries or damage due to neglect or tampering of appliances
(including smoke detectors).

Any changes, deletions or additions to your electrical system will void this component warranty.

A tripped breaker is not a warrantable item. Warranty requests caused by a tripped breaker will incur a 
service fee per occurrence. Always check breakers prior to submitting a warranty request.

Electrical System - Maintenance
General Information

The electrical system in your new home was designed by professionals to comply with local, state and
national building standards. It is intended for normal residential use. A permit may be required for 
modification to your electrical system. Consult a licensed electrician to make any modifications to your 
electrical system. Modifications made to the electrical system during the warranty period will void this 
component warranty.

Periodic maintenance is required in the electrical system. Most problems are derived from a loose 
connection.

Extreme temperature differences from summer to winter can cause terminations at the circuit breakers 
to become loose. Those terminations should be checked at least every six months and tightened by an
electrician as needed. An electrician should replace damaged receptacle, or if the receptacle is loose, or if
the cord end plugs loosely. A receptacle is an electrical outlet that is used to plug in appliances.

Smoke Detector

The installation and location of the smoke detector(s) is designed to meet the requirements of local and
state building safety codes. The purpose of your smoke detector is to alert home occupants of a fire in your
home. Batteries should be replaced at least twice a year on a regularly scheduled basis.

Occasional vacuuming of the unit will prevent dust collection on the sensors of the smoke detectors.
Excessive dust and wind can cause false alarms.

Run-down batteries (nine-volt) will cause the units to chirp until the batteries are replaced.
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Electrical System - Maintenance (continued)
Circuit Breakers

There are main circuit breakers (or service disconnects) and several individual circuit breakers in the fuse box.
Circuit breakers trip under excessive electrical load or short circuit.

Resetting Circuit Breakers 

1. Move circuit breakers to the 'OFF' position and back again to the 'ON' position.

2. Always stand to the side and face away from the breakers when resetting them.

It is essential to check breakers BEFORE submitting a warranty request for service. Warranty service 
calls to your home caused by a tripped breaker incur a service fee.

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFI)

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFI outlets) are special electrical outlets designed to break the flow of elec-
tricity in the event of a short circuit.

GFI outlets are located near water sources in bathrooms, kitchens and some exterior locations. GFI outlets
can prevent dangerous electrical shock. If a short circuit occurs, the GFI outlets must be reset by pressing the
reset button.

Do not plug appliances such as air conditioners, refrigerators and freezers into GFI outlets. The electrical
surge that occurs when these appliances cycle will trip GFI outlets.

POWER LOSS

Localized Power Loss

If the power is lost in one area of your home and available in other areas, it is likely that an individual circuit
breaker has tripped to the off position:

1. Unplug any appliances in the areas that are without power and turn other appliances off.

2. Check the circuit breaker and reset.

3. Make sure the breaker is placed in the OFF position first, and then placed in the ON position.

4. Plug your appliances back in.

5. If the circuit breaker fails repeatedly, please submit a warranty request form.

Total Power Loss

Take a look around your neighborhood. If you notice a general power failure in your community, contact the
Emergency Warranty Hotline to report the problem.

Villa dialing: 40697         International dialing: 011.52.613.134.0200 ext. 40697
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Electrical System - Maintenance (continued)
Total Power Loss (continued)

If your neighbors have power

1. Check the main circuit breaker.

2. If the main circuit breakers have tripped, reset them.

3. If the main circuit breaker trips repeatedly, please submit a warranty request form.

If the main circuit breaker has not tripped

1. Check the Main Breakers located in the Home Service Box

2. If the main circuit breaker has tripped, reset it.

3. Running all appliances and air conditioners at the same time may cause the main breaker to trip.
Reset the Main Breakers (located in the Home Service Box on an exterior wall of your home). Try to 
reduce the number of electrical appliances running at the same time to avoid a reoccurrence. The 
main breaker tripping is due to electrical over load caused by running several appliances at the same 
time and is not a warranty claim.

4. If you notice RED colored tags on your electrical meter or breaker housing, CFE has turned off your 
power. Do not remove the RED colored tags as this is considered a criminal offense under Mexican 
law. If you proceed to place an emergency warranty call for this reason, you will incur an emergency 
call out fee and will still be unable to reestablish electricity service until your account has been 
brought current with CFE.

Receptacles & Switches

Exceeding the recommended amperage capacity of electrical receptacles will void this component warranty.
Devices that increase the capacity of electrical receptacles and multiple extension cords can cause a fire.

If an electrical receptacle does not have power 

1. Some receptacles are controlled by a wall switch. Plug an appliance into the outlet and turn on the 
nearby wall switches to see if the problem is corrected.

2. Check the circuit breaker. If the circuit breaker has tripped, reset it and attempt to use the outlet
again. If the circuit breaker trips repeatedly, please submit a warranty request form.

Note: Small children can be injured by poking small objects into wall outlets. You can prevent this by 
installing childproof devices on all electrical outlets within the reach of children.
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Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants the heating and air conditioning system for installation and functionality for one-year
from the date the original Certificate of Substantial Performance is issued. Workmanship and equipment
will be serviced in accordance with the manufacturer's warranty.

Exclusions

This warranty does not cover furnace, air conditioning units, or any other portions of the heating or cooling
systems that carry express warranties by the manufacturer.

Failure to maintain proper temperature, airflow, and electricity (as specified in the 'Maintenance' section)
could void this warranty.

Failure to maintain air-conditioning units following the manufacturer's instructions will void this 
component warranty.

Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning-Maintenance
General Information

Your new home is equipped with a heating and air conditioning system that complies with local and state
energy codes. With proper care, the system will provide many years of enjoyable, dependable service. Read
the manufacturers instructions and become familiar with the heating and air conditioning system before 
you use them.

Your heating and air conditioning system plays an important role by maintaining an even temperature; mini-
mizing the contraction and expansion of the materials in your home. Turning off your HVAC for extended
periods may cause unintended damage elsewhere in the home.

The following suggestions are intended to assist you in obtaining the maximum usage and comfort from
your heating and air conditioning system:

Change or clean the filters according to the manufacturer's instructions or as needed.

1. Areas with heavy dust will require more frequent filter maintenance.

2. Clean filters significantly reduce operating costs and will prolong the life of your system.

3. We recommend changing or cleaning filters at least once every 3 months. More frequency based on 
conditions such as wind and dust.

4. Failure to clean and/or change filters as per the manufacturer's recommendations will void your 
component warranty.

5. Your compressor must be serviced at least three times a year.
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Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning-Maintenance (continued)
Warranty Claims

1. Remember that seasonal service requirements and warranty claims are at their highest for HVAC at
the start of warm summer weather. Consider servicing and checking your HVAC equipment before 
then for faster service.

Note: HVAC problems are the #1 warranty claim item in North America.

Mold 

1. Loreto's warm and humid summer climate presents some potential challenges that can be easily 
avoided. Mold and mildew, can grow quickly in this environment. Don't underestimate the damage,
expense, and disruption this problem can cause. In extreme cases, homes can be uninhabitable as a 
result and the required remediation work is very costly.

Note: Experienced remediation companies are not available in Loreto at this time. The closest
experienced remediation company is located in Cabo San Lucas.

2. We suggest that homeowners maintain air flow by running ceiling fans continually during warmer 
months and maintain an air-conditioned ambient room temperature no warmer than 80 degrees 
Fahrenheit. A lower temperature setting would be more likely to prevent mold growth. It is 
particularly important to observe these precautions during extended absences.

Vents and Louvers

Vents and louvers are put in your home for the sole purpose of proper ventilation. Periodically check the
vents and louvers in your home for blockages. Vents and louvers should always be checked periodically for
proper airflow in controlling humidity.

Roofs, Patios & Balconies
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants parts, workmanship, and the roof to be free from defects for one year from the date the
original Certificate of Substantial Performance is issued.

Exclusions 

Concrete flatwork is not warranted against cracking and moiré pitting. This includes slabs and exterior 
flatwork. This warranty does not cover minor cracks in masonry, concrete, and other masonry materials 
(less than 1/8”) or separation of grouting or cracking which is normal in this area due to extremes in 
temperature and moisture. Concrete will crack and the homeowner should expect some cracking to occur.

This warranty does not cover defects due to acts or circumstances beyond our control. For example, damage
caused by a deliberate act of the homeowner, such as the attachment of an external fixture, ornamental object
or other structures, is not covered. Attachments of patios or balconies added after the home is accepted are not
warrantable and may void this warranty. Damages to the roof by winds or by blown or falling objects are not
covered. Damages to the patio, roof, or balcony by winds in excess of normal for the area or damage by
blown or falling objects are not warrantable. Storm damage is not covered by Loreto Bay Company and is not
included under this warranty.
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Roofs, Patios & Balconies - Maintenance
General Information

Roof structures are designed to provide a weather resistant barrier between outside elements and interior
finishes.

The components of a roofing system are made of materials that are extremely durable in all weather 
conditions. Concrete slabs afford the maximum protection against fire while adding beauty, durability,
and quality to your home for many years.

No system is totally impervious to water infiltration under driving rain (rain mixed with high wind) 
conditions. When extreme weather occurs, visually inspect the roof system immediately following the storm
to identify any damage that has occurred.

Contact your insurance carrier if you have concerns. Storm damage is not covered under the Loreto Bay
Warranty.

Do not install heavy equipment or nail items to your home, patio, or balcony. Holes may perforate the water
proof membrane allowing water intrusion. Any installations without the express written permission of the
Warranty Manager will void this warranty.

Maintenance

Costly repairs may be necessary if leaking occurs.

Visually inspect your roof, patios, and balconies every 3 months.

Specifically check for:

1. Large cracks in expansion joints.

2. Large and deep cracks in the concrete surfacing.

3. Sealer visibly cracked, peeling, not adhering, or lifting.

4. Inspect the plaster where the parapet wall meets the terrace or roof floor for bulging or delaminating.

Your patio or balcony has roof drains that must be kept free of debris to allow proper water flow off of the
patio or balcony.

After a rainstorm, water may stand in small puddles before evaporating. This is normal and to be expected.
If water is trapped under potted plants and trays on your balcony, the water should be allowed to escape.

Patio and other structures that you add to your home are not covered under this warranty.
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Plaster
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants the plaster to be free from defects in workmanship for a period of one year.

Exclusions 

Cracks less than 1/8”, if not excessive, are not warrantable.

Only cracks that exceed 1/8” will be repaired.

Note: 1/8 of an inch is approximately the thickness of a nickel or 5-peso coin.

Plaster - Maintenance
General Information

Plaster is the primary finish on your new home. This finish was chosen for its beauty and sustainability.
Because your home is exposed to a harsh climate, the exterior finish requires routine maintenance and care.

Plaster is a natural, product that is subject to expansion and contraction. Minor  cracks under 1/8” can 
develop in the outer layer. This is normal and does not reduce the function of the plaster.

Plaster will absorb water and remain wet for long periods of time after a rainstorm. The vapor barrier under
the plaster helps to keep moisture from penetrating into the home.

Plaster is not a water barrier. Avoid allowing water to spray directly on plaster surfaces. Check the spray
from your plant irrigation system frequently to make certain water is not spraying or accumulating on 
plaster surfaces. Turn sprinklers away from stucco to prevent water stains. Do not use a power washer to
clean plaster.

Avoid sharp objects from hitting the walls; plaster is malleable and can be dented easily.

The white, powdery substance that sometimes accumulates on plaster is called efflorescence. This is a natu-
ral phenomenon and cannot be prevented. In some cases, it can be removed by scrubbing the area with a
stiff, non-wire brush and strong vinegar.

We recommend you inspect the exterior surfaces of your home every three months. Only cracks that exceed
1/8” will be repaired. Cracks will be repaired one time during the warranty period. It is to your benefit to
request service toward the end of your warranty period.
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Concrete Masonry
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants all concrete, brick, stone, and other masonry in your home against substantial defects.
Substantial defects are defined as cracks in the home, walks, and other masonry that significantly interrupt
the surface or that reduce the required structural strength of the part. The warranty period is one year from
the date the original Certificate of Substantial Performance is issued for masonry, concrete, and structural
foundation.

Cracking exceeding 1/8” in width is covered under this warranty.

Foundation  

Shrinkage cracks are common in foundations. Loreto Bay Company will repair, at its sole discretion, cracks
which are in excess of 1/8 inch in width, or cracks which permit water to enter the home (provided the 
homeowner has complied with the drainage and landscaping requirements). Loreto Bay Company reserves
the right to repair as they see fit. This warranty does not cover minor cracks, gouges, and pits in foundations;
these are normal and are considered cosmetic imperfections - not defects.

Improperly installed or maintained landscaping, or damage resulting thereof, is not covered under 
this warranty.

Exclusions

This warranty does not cover minor cracks, gouges, and pits in foundations; these are normal and are consid-
ered cosmetic imperfections—not defects. Improperly installed or maintained landscaping, or damage result-
ing therefrom, is not covered under this warranty.

Wood
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants exterior wood surfaces, doors and door frames, windows and window frames, for a 
period of one year from the date the Certificate of Substantial Completion is signed. Defects will be corrected
one time during this period. Loreto Bay will repair or replace any defects that occur during this one-year period.

Warping

Warped doors and windows will be repaired or replaced if the differential exceeds 1/4”, within any 8-foot
distance. Defects will be corrected one time during this period. Loreto Bay will repair or replace at its sole dis-
cretion during this one-year period.

Exclusions

Due to varying moisture conditions with higher humidity levels in the summer, wood products will 
continue to expand and contract. This action is normal and beyond our control. Homeowner damage,
lack of maintenance or neglect is not covered under warranty and will void this component warranty.

All scratched or broken glass must be recorded on the Inspection Punch List for repair or replacement.
Scratched or broken glass is not warrantable upon completion of the Inspection Punch List. Pergolas are not
covered under this warranty.

This warranty does not cover cosmetic defects not identified on the inspection punch list.

Lack of maintenance will void this warranty.
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Wood- Maintenance
General Information 

There are several different types of wood in your home which age, stain, and look slightly different. The 
types of wood in your home are a combination of Alder, Nova Board, Wheat Board, Pine, and Bolivian Cedar.
Wood is a natural product that differs in color from one piece to the next. Readily noticeable variations in
wood grain and color are expected in all style selections. These differences are considered normal and add 
to the beauty of the product.

Maintenance

Wood is found throughout your home. Because wood is a natural material, it requires protection if it is
exposed to the elements. Your wood is protected with either a natural hand finish of shellac and wax or a
wood finish with the brand name of Perma-Chink. The Condominium Regime may maintain a portion of 
the exterior wood in your home. Please consult with your Condominium Regime to understand what this
includes. Inspect exposed wood surfaces frequently. If you find cracking or peeling, sand the area and 
refinish it promptly.

Surfaces that receive direct sunlight will require more frequent refinishing. Inspect these surfaces every
three months and refinish as needed.

Split or damaged woods, particularly on the ends of beams, are common and called “checking”. This is 
normal and does not affect the integrity of the beams. The natural drying of wood can result in gaps and
splits in wood molding and trim arts. Nails can work loose. Reset all popped nails and reposition trim parts
that have moved due to the natural drying of the wood. Fill any cracks with commercial wood filler.

Minor cracks and displacement of wood are a normal part of the aging process of your home and do not
affect its structural integrity. These items are not covered under warranty.

Door and Windows - Maintenance
General Information

The doors, windows, door and window frames in your new home are made of wood. Wood is subject to 
constant expansion and contraction that can result in warping and sticking. This is normal and will most
likely correct itself as weather conditions change.

Cracks

Small cracks may develop during a dry season and may disappear during warmer months. If the cracks do
not disappear over time, they can be filled with wood putty, caulking compound, or filler.

Sticking

You can correct some sticking doors and windows by the careful removal of small amounts of wood. In most
cases, it is not necessary to remove the door or window. Usually this can be done with sandpaper. Remove a
small amount of wood at a time until the door no longer sticks. Promptly touch up the exposed wood with a
sealer or stain. If windows, doors, or drawers do not slide freely, an oil-free silicone lubricant can be used on
the hinges or cane bolts. Do not use any oil-based lubricants. Oil attracts dust and dirt that can become
embedded in the lubricant and may damage the track.

It is recommended that your home go through at least one dry and one damp season before you make other
permanent changes.
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Door and Windows - Maintenance (continued)
Exposure

Reposition interior courtyard sprinklers that spray doors and other wood surfaces. Water can damage wood
surfaces severely and result in damage.

Hardware

The hinges, cane bolts, and locks require lubrication from time-to-time for proper maintenance and to 
prevent squeaks. Remove the hinge pin and rub it with a graphite compound. We do not recommend using
oil as it accumulates dust. Keep the window, door frames, and hardware free of dirt and debris. The 
hardware can become damaged and difficult to use if not kept clean. To clean the Schlage locking hardware
in your home, wipe clean with a damp cloth only. It is recommended that the inner workings of locks be
lubricated to maintain ease of use and proper functionality at least once a year.

Cleaning

Remove finger smudges from interior doors by washing them with warm water and a soft cloth or sponge.
Dry the surface thoroughly with a soft cloth or towel. Do not use solvents on your doors and windows as it
will permanently damage the finish.

Use a broom or a brush to loosen collected debris and vacuum thoroughly as part of a regular cleaning 
routine. Avoid using abrasive cleaners as they may scratch the wood.

Keys

It is a good idea to keep duplicate keys for bathrooms, bedrooms, and other locking doors. Children may 
accidentally lock themselves in a room and may be unable to work the lock.

Doors and Windows

Check the finish on your exterior doors several times each year. Doors that receive direct sunlight should be
inspected more often. Use a finish as needed. The specified finish on exterior wood is subject to change.
Please check with the Condominium Regime for the most current information. If you notice the finish is
beginning to dry out, crack, or peel, refinish the door promptly. Unattended cracking and peeling will
progress rapidly and destroy the surface of the door. Contraction of wood doors can leave a small gap,
which is normal. The small gap will close when the humidity increases and the door expands.

During high winds, air will penetrate your windows. Water may penetrate through the window during rain
particularly during tropical storms and similar inclement weather. Inspect the caulking and seals of your 
windows annually. Repair or replace missing caulk or damaged seals promptly.

Note: Air passing through your home on a consistent basis will help to evaporate moisture faster.
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Cabinets
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants material and labor for one year. Any defects in the workmanship or warping of the wood
will be corrected during the first year as well.

Exclusions  

Wood is a natural product that differs in color from one piece to the next. Color differences are considered
normal and add to the beauty of the product.

Cabinets - Maintenance
General Information

The cabinetry in your home has been crafted with care and expertise. With minimal maintenance the 
cabinetry in your home will last for years.

Natural Variations 

Wood is a natural product that differs in color from one piece to the next. Readily noticeable variations in
wood grain and color are expected in all style selections. These differences are considered normal and add to
the beauty of the product.

Plumbing Connections  

Holes will be cut into cabinets to accommodate plumbing connections. These holes will be made as neatly 
as possible, and are not considered part of the cosmetic make up of the cabinets nor a defect.

Separations  

Joints in moldings, or between molding and adjacent surfaces, should not exceed 1/8 of an inch (locations
behind appliances are excluded).

Wood Fill/Putty  

Wood fill/putty will be used to fill nail holes and blemishes. A single color is chosen that most closely 
resembles the color of the cabinets, doors, and windows. The putty used may appear more obvious in 
certain areas and/or lighting.

Exposure  

All finishes fade or yellow with time depending on their exposure. Exposure to direct sunlight will fade and
discolor cabinet finishes over a period of time.

Maintenance of Cabinetry

Use appropriate furniture care techniques and products on your cabinets. Washing with solvents will 
damage the finish on your wood cabinets. Avoid the use of lemon type polish on any finish cabinets as 
continued use may cause the finish to yellow. Exposure to direct sunlight will fade and discolor cabinet
finishes over a period of time.
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Cabinets - Maintenance (continued)
Maintenance of Cabinetry (continued)

Reapply treatment using a paste wax cloth twice a year. Masking adjacent areas is important when applying
paste wax.
Dark Cabinets: The dark cabinets have blonde shellac with an appropriately dark treatment.
Light Cabinets: The light cabinets have an amber shellac base coat and a clear light treatment.

Hardware 

The hinges on your cabinet doors can be lubricated with an oil-free silicone lubricant. Apply a very small
drop to the top of the hinges and work the door back and forth several times to allow penetration into the
hinge. Wipe off the excess with a dry paper towel.

The European style cabinet hinges installed on the kitchens is the highest grade available. They are fully
adjustable and over time they may require adjustment. Do not open the cabinet doors more than the 107
degree capacity or damage will occur to the hinge and or the union between the door stile and rail. The
exception is the corner cabinet doors which have 165 degree capacity.

Countertops
Countertop Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants workmanship and material for a period of one year from the date the original Certificate
of Substantial Performance is issued. Cracks in the tile grout will be repaired one time during the first year.

Exclusions  

Only chips, cracks, gouges, stains or scratches previously recorded on the Inspection Punch List are covered
under this warranty. Damages caused by homeowner neglect or misuse are not covered. Grout stains are
not covered. Only cracks exceeding 1/8” are covered under this warranty or other natural stone products.

Cracks in granite that are not recorded on the Inspection Punch List are not covered by this warranty.
Changes in the glaze on Talavera tiles are considered normal and not covered under this warranty.

Countertops - Maintenance
General Information

The countertops in your kitchen or bathroom may be constructed of travertine, granite or Talavera glazed tile.
Variations in Talavera tile color, shape, glaze, uniformity, and hand painted designs are considered normal.
Variations in grout color are considered normal. Specks or impurities are considered normal. Flaws or 
damage to your countertops must be recorded on your Inspection Punch List during inspection to be covered
under this warranty.

Grout

Cracks appearing in the grouting of tile joints or junctions with other materials are common due to normal
shrinking conditions. If repairs are necessary, new grout color may vary from the original. Wipe up spills
immediately. Liquids (such as dye, spaghetti sauce, wine, fruit punch, coffee, and tea) can cause permanent
stains on tile, grout, and travertine. In time, the stains can accumulate and become unsightly. Stains of any
kind are not covered under this warranty.
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Countertops - Maintenance (continued)

Stove Openings  

There is distance between the countertop and cook range to allow for the range to move in and out.

Ceramic/Marble/Natural Stone  

Loreto Bay is not responsible for variation in color or discontinued patterns.

Caulking

Add caulking as necessary from shrinkage or form settling.

Cleaning

Avoid gritty, abrasive cleaners (any dry powders), bleaches, or acetone-based nail polish. Use only mild liquid
soaps.

Tile Care

Be careful to avoid dropping pots and pans and other kitchen items on your countertops. This can break or
chip the surface of the counter.

Always use a cutting board to protect your countertops when you prepare food. While minor scratches may
not be noticeable at first, in time they will dull and mar the luster of the finish. This can happen to even the
hardest ceramic tile. Hand wipe or buff any scratches incurred during normal use with paste wax using a
feathering method.

Water temperatures in excess of 120 F may cause damage to countertop and/or floor surfaces.

On Talavera tiles, the glaze may appear to have cracked due to dirt being ground into the tile glaze. This is
considered normal and not covered under this warranty.

Usage

Sitting or standing on your countertops will likely damage the wood sub-surface, tiles and grout. Cracked
grout, tiles or sagging sub-surface is not covered under this warranty.

Caulking
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants all caulking applied on the interior and exterior of your home against defects for one
year from the date the original Certificate of Substantial Performance is issued. Defects are defined as cracks
in the caulking itself, pulling away from the surface to which it was applied and not sealing out moisture it
was intended to keep out.

Exclusions

When we repair caulking or make any repairs to painted, stained, colored, or finished surfaces, it may not be
possible to match the previous color. Variances in color are normal and are to be expected due to natural fad-
ing and aging of the product.
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Caulking - Maintenance

General Information

Caulking is applied throughout several areas of the home both interior and exterior. Its primary use is to
keep out moisture and create a weather tight barrier.

Transitional Areas

Loreto Bay may use caulking as a transitional material on joints in cabinets, flooring, woodwork, tile,
tubs/shower surrounds, sinks, and window sills.

Performance

Over time, and particularly during warm, dry weather, caulking will dry and shrink. This is standard and it is
recommended that the caulking be replaced when cracking appears. Because caulking continually dries and
shrinks, we suggest that you wait until the eleventh month of your warranty period to request any caulking
repairs. It is to your benefit to request this service toward the end of the warranty period.

Maintenance

As part of your routine maintenance, you should inspect the caulking around your sinks, tubs, shower 
surrounds and pans, window sills, and tiles. Make repairs as needed.

Floors
Warranty

Loreto Bay Company warrants flooring materials for one-year from the date the original Certificate of
Substantial Performance is issued.

Exclusions

Color variations, lack of uniformity, size, and shape variations are considered normal and add to the aesthetic
value of your home.

Please inspect your flooring carefully during your new home inspection; damage or defects in your flooring
must be recorded on your Inspection Punch List for repair or replacement. Subsequent damage, including
broken, cracked, scratched and scuffed tile is not covered under this warranty and is the responsibility of the
homeowner.

Clay tile will fade and change color over time. This is considered normal. Clay tile exposed to sun-light will
bleach out over time. This is not covered under warranty and is considered normal.

Damages caused by neglect or misuse are not covered. Grout stains are not covered.

Cracks in granite or other natural strong products that are not recorded on the inspection punch list are not
covered by this warranty. Only cracks exceeding 1/8” are covered under this warranty.
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Floors - Maintenance
General Information

The floors in your home may be constructed of travertine, red clay tile, or a combination of both. The red tile
floors in your home are a pre-sealed, red clay tile, sold under the brand name San Pedro. They were chosen
for their character and antique look. Variations in color, shape, glaze, uniformity, and hand painted designs
are considered normal. Variations in grout color are considered normal. Specks or impurities are considered
normal. Flaws or damage to your floors must be recorded on your Inspection Punch List during inspection to
be covered under this warranty.

Performance

San Pedro tiles are handmade from red-clay. Treat your tiles gently; they are very soft and will gouge, scratch
and break easily.

In areas exposed to sun, red clay tiles may fade to a whiter color. This is normal and considered an aesthetic
benefit.

Maintenance

Be careful to avoid heavy items on your floors as this can break or chip the surface of the tiles.
We recommend placing Teflon pads under chair legs or any furniture which is moved frequently.

Water temperatures in excess of 120° F may cause damage to floor surfaces.

While minor scratches may not be noticeable at first, in time they will dull and mar the luster of the finish.
This can happen to even the hardest ceramic tile. Hand wipe or buff any scratches incurred during normal
use with paste wax using a feathering method.

A common practice in Mexico is to apply a thin coat of red oil, sold under the name Aciete Rojo, to San Pedro
tiles. This will mask any surface scratches temporarily. Apply Aciete Rojo with a dry mop. Use caution as
floors may be slippery immediately after application.

Grout

Cracks appearing in the grouting of tile joints, or junctions with other materials, are common due to normal
shrinking conditions. Loreto Bay Company will repair grouting one time during the first year. Any grouting
or caulking needed after that time is considered regular homeowner maintenance. Should a repair become
necessary, new grout color may vary from the original. Only cracks exceeding 1/8” are covered under this 
warranty.

Sealing Tile Floor Grout

The grout used in your home is a pre-sealed grout. The color of grout applied in your home is Hueso (bone
color). Any further sealing of the grout is the responsibility of the homeowner. When work is repaired, new
grout may not match in color.

Preventing Permanent Stains

Wipe spills promptly with a damp cloth or mop. Liquids (such as dye, spaghetti sauce, wine, fruit punch,
coffee, and tea) can cause permanent stains on tile, grout, and travertine. In time, the stains can accumulate
and become unsightly. Stains of any kind are not covered under this warranty. Avoid gritty, abrasive cleaners
(any dry powders), bleaches, or acetone-based nail polish. Use only mild liquid soaps.

Ceramic/Marble/Natural Stone

Loreto Bay is not responsible for variation in color or discontinued patterns.
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Fireplaces
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants against manufacturer and workmanship caused defects for one year from issuance of
Certificate of Substantial Performance.

Fireplaces - Maintenance
General Information

The fireplace in your new home is designed to add beauty and style. The fireplace is an appliance and is not
designed, nor intended, to heat the home.

Maintenance

Below are practical suggestions for getting the maximum benefit from your fireplace:

• Never leave the fire unattended.

• Do not burn your paper products in your fireplace.

• Never burn combustible materials in your fireplace.

• Clean flu periodically, depending on usage.

• Clean and maintain the damper function.

• After an extended period of non-usage, check for flu obstructions prior to lighting a fire.

Pools
Warranty

Loreto Bay warrants the pool free of defects in materials or construction, including drainage, for one year
from the date of the original signed Certificate of Acceptance by the first owner.

Exclusions

Pools that are not built by Loreto Bay are considered add on projects and are not covered by this warranty.
Problems of any kind should be referred to your pool company and claims should be made in accordance
with any pool warranty that you receive.

Lack of maintenance, improper maintenance and/or failure to produce maintenance records from a certified
pool company will void the pool component warranty.
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Appliances
Warranty

Appliances are not covered under this warranty; however they may be covered under the manufacturer's 
warranty. Refer to your appliance manuals for manufacturer warranty information. Owners are responsible
for registering and maintaining all manufacturer warranties. Appliances with manufacturer warranties
include, but are not limited to, laundry centre, refrigerator, range, microwave, dishwasher, and ice kit.

General Information

The appliances in your new home were selected for their durable, sustainable traits and ease of use.
Manufacturer's information and warranties can be found in the literature provided during your new home
inspection.

Maintenance

Please contact the appropriate manufacturer or distributor for service or questions about the use and care of
the appliances. Contact numbers for questions and warranty claims can be found in the literature supplied to
you during your new home inspection. Read the manufacturer's instructions on usage and care before using
your appliances.

Exclusions

This warranty does cover any appliances that carry express warranties by the manufacturer. Owners are
responsible for registering and maintaining all manufacturer warranties.
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A “Routine” warranty situation is defined as one which, if left unattended, will not cause damage to the
home or pose a risk to the inhabitants.

Visit

www.MyLoretoBay.com

to submit an online

Warranty Request

Form.

System generates a

work order number

once the form is 

submitted.

Warranty contacts

the owner within 

3-business days to

schedule preliminary

warranty inspection.

Warranty Specialist

will conduct the

Warranty Inspection

to assess the situation.

Warranty will contact

owner to schedule

agreed upon warran-

ty work

Designated crew

completes agreed

upon warranty work.

Quality Control -

Warranty Specialist

will confirm the 

warranty work is

complete.

Contractor/Warranty

will sign-off a hard

copy work order 

placing a signed copy

inside the home 

upon verification of

completion.

Work order is closed.

Warranty will send

written confirmation

via email to the

owner or Property

Management, if

enrolled.

When home is vacant, PM

will inspect the warranty

item to ensure the work is

complete and sign off on

behalf of the owner.

Homeowner confirms 

warranty work is complete.

PM takes photos of

cosmetic work and

will send the photos

to the owner via

email.

HO Enrolled in

Property

Management

HO is Not

Enrolled in

Property

Management
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Homeowner Care Program
Getting the most from your warranty

The purpose of our 11th Month Inspection is to ensure homeowners benefit from an in-home inspection prior
to your warranty period ending. Homeowners have the opportunity to inspect all warrantable items in their
home and to send this list to a Loreto Bay Warranty Specialist for review.

Note: Failure to schedule or keep such appointments or to submit an “11th Month Inspection” will not
extend the applicable warranty period.

Routine Warranty Situation

A routine warranty situation is defined as one which, if left unattended, will not cause significant damage to
the home or pose a risk to the inhabitants.

If the warrantable item is considered a routine matter, please submit your warranty request online at
www.MyLoretoBay.com. Routine warranty requests will be responded to within 72 hours, excluding week-
ends and holidays.

Warranty Inspection 

It may be necessary for a Loreto Bay Warranty Specialist to inspect the area or item before determining if the
claim is warrantable. If the claim falls within the specifications of this warranty, we will either repair or
replace the item, at our sole discretion. Loreto Bay Company reserves the right to assign a trade contractor to
perform warranty work as necessary.

Authorized Agents

The use of non-authorized Loreto Bay Company agents may void this warranty.

Reimbursement for any repairs, replacements or work performed by the homeowner, agents of the home-
owner, or others not specifically authorized by the Loreto Bay Warranty Manager, will not be provided.

Delays

Loreto Bay is not responsible for delays in repairs and replacements due to weather, unavoidable material
shortages, and labor disputes or shortages. Loreto Bay Company will intervene for the homeowner to
prompt contractors and manufactures to provide warranty repairs and replacements in a timely manner.

Estimated Time for Warranty Work Completion 

The Loreto Bay Warranty Specialist will provide you with an estimated date for completion upon conducting
the in-home warranty inspection.
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Homeowner Care Program (continued)
Permission to Enter 

Homeowners are given the following options for their warranty inspection and completion of agreed upon
warranty work.

1. Homeowner is present for their in-home warranty inspection and during the completion of agreed 
upon warranty work.

2. Homeowner grants Loreto Bay and its contractors and/or partners permission to enter their home to 
perform a warranty inspection and agreed upon warranty work. The Homeowner is responsible for 
providing the Warranty Team with a key to their home. Homeowners participating in the Property 
Management program may authorize the Warranty Department to obtain a key from Property 
Management. Once permission is granted, the Homeowner accepts responsibility to secure alarm 
systems, personal valuables and ensure any animals/pets are secured for entry.

Scheduling an Inspection or Warranty Service Request

A Warranty Representative will respond to Routine Warranty Requests within 3 business days (excluding
weekends and holidays) to schedule an in-home warranty inspection. Once the warranty inspection has
taken place, the Warranty Team will coordinate all necessary arrangements to complete the agreed upon
warranty work.

Appointments

Loreto Bay will correct any work deemed appropriate within the warranty period with scheduled appoint-
ments. Once the inspection is complete, the Loreto Bay Warranty Specialist will coordinate completion of the
agreed upon work. The Warranty Specialist will attempt to contact you three times (as specified by you via
telephone or email) to schedule an appointment to complete the agreed upon warranty work. If they receive
no response, the request will be closed and no further attempts will be made to reach you.

It is the owner's responsibility to secure the home properly for entry, including but not limited to securing
pets, alarm key pads, etc. We ask that your home be secured for entry prior to the scheduled appointment
time.

Completion of Warranty Work 

In order to serve you better, Loreto Bay has implemented an accountability tracking system. This includes,
but is not limited to, the tracking of warranty completion timeframes, frequent claim items, and homeowner
feedback.

Upon completion of the agreed upon warranty work, our Warranty Team will send you written confirmation
via email. To ensure we deliver the highest level of quality, we ask homeowners to acknowledge the work is
complete by signing the complete work order for our records.
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How To Request Warranty Service
Please review this New Home Warranty Guide to determine what items are covered under warranty.
Warranty requests for service must be submitted within the warranty period. The warranty period will not
be extended.

Routine Warranty Requests must be made within 5-Business days of first occurrence to minimize any 
damages to your home or components of your home.

To ensure accuracy and to enable us to maintain a complete file on your property, requests for service must
be submitted online using the Warranty Request Form located at www.MyLoretoBay.com, under the
'Warranty section.

How to Request Warranty Service

If the item is considered a routine warranty situation, please notify the Loreto Bay Warranty Department
electronically via our online Warranty Request Form located on the Loreto Bay Homeowner Website
www.MyLoretoBay.com. Routine warranty requests will be responded to within 72 hours, excluding 
weekends and holidays.

How do I submit my request if I do not have access to the internet? 

If you do not have access to the internet in Loreto, you may visit our Property Management office located in
Loreto Bay along the Paseo, in Commercial Space 305. Access to the internet (www.MyLoretoBay.com) will be
available for Homeowners to submit their online Warranty Request Forms. A Warranty Representative will be
happy to walk you through this process should you require assistance.
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Weekly

c Flush all toilets 
c Listen for running toilets
c Check the back of the toilet for leaks

c Run water in all sinks
c Check under the sink for leaks 
c Check the faucets for dripping or leaking

c Run water in showers
c Turn all the lights on and off
c Check for burned out bulbs, replace as necessary
c Check for electrical shorts 

c Check the refrigerator and freezer for proper functioning
c Make sure the refrigerator and freezer are cold inside
c Check the ice tray, it should be full (depending on usage)
c Inspect the floor underneath your fridge for any water or condensation

c Check for water leaks in the Home Service Box
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Monthly

c Service A/C units 
c Clean filters as per the manufacturer's instructions
c Test each A/C unit on the Heat Cycle
c Test each A/C unit of the Cold Cycle 

c Inspect iron work for rust
c Touch up as necessary 

c Inspect plaster for visible cracks

c Inspect garden, check for:
c Pests
c Dead plants
c Soil is neither too wet or too dry

c Open all doors and windows, check for:
c Hardware function 
c Rust on hardware
c Sticking
c Rot
c Pests
c Seals (frame to wall)

c Inspect the weather proof seal on the doors and windows

c Run the dishwasher through one cycle 
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Quarterly 

c Re-finish the exterior of doors and windows

c Inspect roof, terrace, patio, and balcony

Semi-Annually 

c Reapply paste wax to cabinetry 

Every Four Months 

c A/C Compressor maintenance

c Gently hose down the a/c compressors to free them of salt,

dust and sand build-up


